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Abstract - With the advent of the Internet and with increasing connectivity across the globe, rapid growth is occurring in the 

field of microprocessor technology, specifically in the area of computer networks, to keep up with the workload performed 
by network nodes. This marks the rise of Network on Chip(NoC), which combines several tasks on a single chip, thus aptly 
being named a Network Processor. Since this chip is entirely programmable, its applications are wide-ranging: from 
encapsulation and de capsulation of packets to its use in intrusion detection systems. 
This paper offers an understanding of the micro architecture of network processors in use today and offers a comprehensive 
solution to optimize each operating module located on the chip. Specific emphasis is given to aspects that hold the pivotal key 
to unlock low latency and improved data streaming throughput capability, thereby providing a much higher, desired 
performance capable of alleviating the problems that the processor industry faces today. The paper also highlights the 

importance of Network Processors for use in the Networks industry. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Networks are now starting to advance into a vast 

application domain varying from creating wireless 

data links to improve bandwidth available, to re using 

radio frequency signals instead of generating new 

ones [11]. VoIP and virtual private networks are 

putting pressure on the amount of packet processing 

that a network should do. This translates to a need for 

faster communication and creating technology that 
can keep up with this need for faster data streaming 

[1]. 

Routers usually read the header of the packets to find 

the destination address and then passes the packet to 

it. But with the advent of specific applications like 

VoIP, in- creased pressure is put on the router to read 

the headers in detail but with retained high speed. 

This is where Application Specific Integrated 

Circuits(ASICs) come into play [11]. They provide 

additional functionalities without com- promising the 

speed of the network [2]. This led to the growth of 

NoC. 
A network processor is a programmable chip 

optimized for packet processing required in network 

devices. It has a much higher, desired performance 

because of the low latency and many multi-

processing elements it possesses[11]. By establishing 

links between finite components within the processor, 

they reduce the number of physical connections 

required and their time to market is reduced [3]. 

Research in improving the microarchitecture of these 

network processors in ongoing and the industry is 

growing at an alarming rate, to provide even faster 
data speeds whilst ensuring that they stay cost 

effective [4]. Various methods are employed by 

companies in this domain. In this paper we discuss 

aspects of important blocks of the microarchitecture, 

and how best they can be optimized. 

 
Figure 1: Advantages of Network Processors com- pared to 

RISC Processors[17] 

 

II. GENERIC NETWORK PROCESSOR 

MICROARCHITECTURE 

 

A network processor usually employs the following 

important aspects: 

 

Multi-threaded processing elements 

A single network processor usually has multiple 

processing cores. Most of these employ the concept of 

pipelining. Because of this overlapped movement of 

instructions through the processor, more instructions 

are executed in a shorter period of time. It includes the 

process of fetching the instruction, buffering it and 
then executing it [5]. Most network processors have 

instruction and arithmetic pipelines. The former 

represents stages through which instructions are 

streamlined through the processor and the latter 

represents segments of arithmetic operations that can 

be broken down and overlapped as they are per- 

formed [7]. 
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Control Processor 

Processing of certain packets are separated from the 
main data path and passed to a separate processor 

known as the control processor. Because of the 

independence of the control processor, processing 

becomes more reliable and faster. 

  

Memory interfaces 

Because the processor has to read instruction data and 

codes stored in memory frequently, memory interfaces 

are created to aid the processor in reading and writing 

data to a given register faster. These interfaces are 

used to match the memory requirements with the 

microprocessor signals. High speed is imperative for 
faster memory read/write op- eration [8]. 

 

High Speed interface 

Interfaces are places where the data packets enter and 

exit the network processor. These interfaces usually 

connect to the MAC device and hence require faster 

speeds for the network interface [8]. 

 

III. ARCHITECTURE OPTIMIZATION 

AVENUES 

 

A possible solution for an optimized Network 

Processor 

FPGAs are preferred over ASICs for the making of 

network processors as they are flexible, reusable and 
can be customized according to their use. They also 

perform highly paralleled tasks inside one package 

[2]. 

The network processor is optimized to deliver high 

performance features such as an enhanced DSP 

architecture and high speed SERDES in an 

economical FPGA  fabric.40nm technology is ideal 

for providing high speed, high volume and with low 

cost [9]. The Ethernet MAC is integrated within the 

FPGA. 

The Ethernet PHY interfaces directly to the MAC layer 

through the IEEE 802.3 Gigabit Media Independent 
Inter- face (GMII), specifically SGMII. 

It utilizes reconfigurable SRAM logic technology with 

building blocks of Phase Locked Loops (PLLs), 

Delay Locked Loops (DLLs) and synchronous I/O 

support. An external on- board microcontroller is 

present for FPGA configuration and control [7]. 

It has a high speed SERDES with Physical Coding 

Sub layer (PCS) functions. The SERDES plus PCS 

blocks are configured to support GbE (Gigabit 

Ethernet) and SG- MII (Serial Gigabit Media 

Independent Interface) Ether- net protocols, as a result 
of their low transmit jitter. It also provides reliable 

and secure configuration options. 

 

 
Figure 2: Generic Network Processor Microarchitecture[16] 

 

This entire setup provides enhanced granularity, low 

power and low cost. When Dual-channel based 

architecture is used in the FPGA, higher clock to 

SERDES channel ratio is possible compared to its 

predecessor FPGAs [10]. Every channel of PCS has 

exclusive receive as well as transmit logic, all to 

enable full-duplex serial data transfer for high-speed. 

 

Execution Units 

PFU 

A Programmable Functional Unit consisting of 
building blocks for arithmetic, logic, RAM and Rom 

functions is present. Interspersed between these rows 

of logic blocks are rows of Embedded Block RAM 

(EBR) and rows of Digital Signal Processing slices. 

Each slice contains multipliers and 

adders/accumulators. 

Distributed memory utilising Look Up Tables, where 

each slice can have 2 LUTs present in the device. The 

rea- son behind this is that the PFU block can be 

efficiently used in distributed RAM/ROM functions 

[7]. It is de- signed for flexibility, so complex 

designs can be implemented at a faster rate. 

 

Routing 

Routing elements include buffers, routing segments 

and switching circuitry [7]. The enhanced routing 

archi- tecture produces a compact design. The lattice 
used should support high speed I/O interfaces, like the 

Double Data Rate (DDR) and Single Data Rate 

(SDR) interfaces, using logic built into the 

Programmable I/O (PIO). Therefore, using advanced 

system I/O standards, the lattice gives the ability to 

easily interface with other devices [10]. 

 

Switching architecture  

A centralised packet switching architecture is greatly 

preferred because access delay is reduced. Since the 

size of packets is fixed, there are no long messages in 
the queue and the network can have largely improved 

delay characteristics. This is also a cost effective 

technique because switching devices do not require 

massive secondary storage [11]. This structure can be 

implemented by configuring the source for each 

transmitting port. For storage functions, data can be 

down samples into a wide data path. 

 

Clocking architecture  

Clock logic modules (Dynamic Clock Control and 

Delay Locked Loops) are integral parts of the 

architecture, coupled with clock synthesis blocks 
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[13]. Frequency dividers are used to multiply the 

reference frequency, thereby synthesizing a higher 
frequency clock output. Furthermore, setup and hold 

times can be improved by programming a phase shift 

into the output clocks. 

 

Dynamic Clock Control (DCC)  

This can be used to optimise the microarchitecture to 

a large extent, since it allows the internal logic to 

enable or disable quadrant primary clock network. 

The disable function increases the clock latency to the 

primary clock network. When this happens, the entire 

logic fed by the clock stops toggling and the power 

consumption of the device is drastically reduced. 

 

Edge Clocks   

They are used to clock I/O registers and are designed 

for high speed I/O interfaces and high fan out 

capability. 

 

Low Power Features  

The dynamic clock enable feature can be incorporated 

to provide the user the flexibility to enable/disable 

specific output clocks during idle periods. PLL can be 

pushed to Standby Mode, where the clock out- puts are 
driven low. 

 

For increasing execution speed 

This can be accomplished by exploiting features of two 

important components of the FPGA : 

 

Main memory and Memory interfaces 

Execution speed can be controlled by enabling the out- 

put buffer for each I/O pin to have programmable 

output slew rate that can be configured for either low-

speed or high- speed performance. Slow slew rate 

reduces SSO (si- multaneous switching output) noise, 
which is caused due to large instantaneous current 

changes across the ground inductance [13]. 

 

Double Data Rate SDRAM interfaces capture/transfer 

data on both edges of the clock(rising and falling), 

thus doubling the performance [11]. The memory 

interfaces use data strobe differential signal DQS for 

high speed operation. 

 

By using Embedded Block RAMs as FIFOs and 

DPRAMs, multiple reads/writes can occur at the same 
time, further increasing the speed. 

 

SERDES/PCS 

One kind of architecture providing more clock re- 

sources per channel base has the SERDES/PCS block 

im- plemented as part of the dual channel 

architecture, which contains logic for two full duplex 

channels. This effec- tively creates two 

SERDES/PCS channels and one com- mon auxiliary 

channel [12]. The DCUs can further be con- figured 

for any kind of operation (example: 1000 BaseT for 

Gigabit Ethernet). 

PCS Core 

Serialiser and Deserialiser This can consist of two 
func- tional blocks: Parallel In Serial Out and the 

Serial In Paral- lel Out. It can guarantee frequent 

transitions which allow the receiver to extract the 

embedded clock. The reference clock can be used to 

monitor the recovered clock from the bit stream. 

 

TX Differential Output Driver TX output buffer is 

used to send serialised data off the chip and is thus a 

high speed line driver. If the output buffer has an H-

bridge structure, it provides lower power 

consumption, thereby reducing overall TX power. 

 
SERDES Linear Equalizer This is used to equalise 

the channel loss. As the data transmission rates are 

usually very high, frequency dependent attenuation 

can cause se- vere Intersymbol Interference (ISI) in 

the received signal [12]. The high frequency 

components which are attenu- ated more are 

selectively amplified by this block. It thus performs 

recovery of signal from this interference. 

 

De-Emphasis It is a process wholly designed to 

increase the magnitude of some frequencies with 
respect to other frequencies. It minimises the adverse 

effects of attenua- tion differences, thus improving the 

overall signal-to-noise ratio. 

 

Flexible Dual SERDES Architecture 

The architecture is a dual channel-based architecture. 

The whole dual is treated as one unit [10]. This helps 

in silicon area savings, higher granularity on the 

SERDES channels and overall lower cost [12]. 

 

MICROENGINES 

Packet Filter 
It is a CAM wrapper with keep/drop logic. 

 

Content Addressable Memory It is capable of 

search- ing its entire contents and thereby 

implementing the lookup-table function in a single 

clock cycle. This is be- cause it pairs SRAM based 

memory with logic comparison circuitry that is active 

on every clock cycle. Data stored on the CAM can be 

accessed by searching for the content itself and the 

memory retrieves addresses where the con- tent can 

be found. It increases the speed of route look-up, 
packet classification and packet forwarding. 

 

Serial Gigabit Media Independent Interface 

(SGMII) 

Gigabit Ethernet technology is rapidly advancing in 

the communications sector, leading to new inventions 

for the kind of interface between Media Access 

Controller, physical layer device and switching 

components. Parallel architectures fail to keep up with 

speed demands, which is why high speed serial 

interfaces are gaining momen- tum [14]. Serial 

designs shorten the design cycle and saves costs. It 
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ensures signals travel at an effective rate  of 1.2Gbaud 

MHz. It switches the signaling format to LVDS, 
which improves the signal integrity. Using serial links 

is advantageous because it permits longer connec- 

tions. Hence, there is no need for synchronised 

signaling and there are fewer interference issues to be 

solved. 

 

CONTROL PROCESSOR 

Microcontroller 

It provides a combination of high efficiency signal 

processing functionality with low power and cost. It 

simplifies overall system design and debug by 

integrating DSP, Single Instruction Multiple Data 
(multi-processing elements executing at multiple data 

points) and MAC instructions. It accelerates single 

precision floating point operations up to 10 times 

with the Floating Point Unit (FPU) [15]. Due to 

extensive clock gating, it offers a 32-bit performance 

with low dynamic power. 

It has a powerful instruction set built into the 

processor. It has comprehensive debug and trace 

features. It contains the following: 

A Memory Protection Unit (MPU) which prevents un- 

expected access that may overwrite critical data. 
There- fore, reliability is increased because there is 

access only to specific areas of memory required for 

particular modules to operate [15]. 

An Integrated Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller 

(NVIC) which takes care of the interrupt handling. 

The complexity of managing interrupts manually is 

removed. Therefore, there is no need for a standalone 

external interrupt controller. It is thus integrated with 

the processor core to achieve low latency interrupt 

processing. 

The instruction set used is a subset of the thumb 

instruction set. The mix between 16bit and 32bit 
instructions yields better code density and has 

significant advantages in terms of reduced memory 

requirements. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

The future of network processors and their possible 

applications are widespread in different domains. The 

need to optimise their microarchitecture has never 

been higher than today. Their future is especially 

promising for memory intensive and data driven 
applications. 

This paper has analysed the microarchitecture of a 

generic network processor and extrapolated the 

important features to create an improved processor, 

one which is faster to meet the growing demand for 

speed, and also economical. Future trends point to the 

use of more co- processors for hardware speed-ups 

for common functions and use of greater memory 

bandwidth. All these would greatly reduce the strain 

on the network and enable faster packet transmission. 

Therefore, there are excellent opportunities available 

for growth in this domain, to meet most of the 

demands of the communications industry today. 
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APPENDIX 

 
Table 1 

Acronyms used in this document 

 

ACRONYM DEFINITION 

 

MAC  
Media Access Control 

FPGA  
Field Programmable Gate Array 

DSP  
Digital Signal Processing 

SERDES  
Serialiser/Deserialiser 

PHY  
Physical Layer device 

SGMII  
Serial Gigabit Media Independent Interface 

SRAM  
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Static Random-Access Memory 

PLL  
Phase-Locked Loops 

DLL  
Delay-Locked Loops 

PFU  
Programmable Functional Unit 

LUT  
Look Up Table 

EBR  
Embedded Block RAM 

DDR  
Double Data Rate 

PIO  
Programmable Input/output 

LVDS  
Low-Voltage Differential Signaling 

PCS  
Physical Coding Sub layer 

GbE  
Gigabit Ethernet 

DCU  
Dual Channel Unit 

DCC  
Dynamic Clock Control 

PIC  
Programmable I/O Cells 

SDRAM  
Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory 

FPU  
Floating Point Unit 

MPU  
Memory Protection Unit 

NVIC  
Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller 

FIFO  
First In First Out 
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